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RIT’s International Goals

- Foster Global Intelligence
  - Prepare students to function in an international and multicultural environment

- Offer RIT Education Globally
  - Partnerships with meaningful impact on local communities

- Offer Meaningful Global Experiences
  - Study abroad, international co-op, international research
PRIORITIES

- ENABLING & SUPPORTIVE CULTURE (INSTITUTIONAL COMMITMENT)
- FACULTY ENGAGEMENT
- INTERNATIONAL PARTNERSHIPS
- STUDENT MOBILITY & EXPERIENCE
Modes of Faculty Engagement

- Curriculum
- Research
- Short-term travel programs
- Faculty led study abroad (short term and summer)
- Dissemination and mentorship
- Policy and governance
Questions

- What steps do we need to take to support faculty engagement in comprehensive internationalization of RIT?

- What steps do we need to take to lower barriers for students to participate in international experiential learning?
Three complementary strategic initiatives

- International and Global Education
- ILI
- Intersession
Some Reference Reading
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